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Seeing the Forest Through the Trees

22nd Annual ILCO Conference
ILCO’s 22nd annual conference
was held in London, Ontario.
We were fortunate to have his
Honour Joe Fontana, the Mayor
of London, open our conference
with words of encouragement for
our profession and thanking ILCO
for bringing the conference to the
City of London.
This year, we had many speakers
from various areas of law, along
with three keynote speakers.
I want to thank all of our speakers
for their presentations and the

time they took out of their busy
schedules to prepare and speak at
the conference.
For many attendees, the
educational sessions and keynote
speakers were the reason they
attended the conference but the
opportunity to reconnect with
colleagues and to make new
connections was an added bonus
for all.
I want to thank all of our
sponsors and exhibitors. Their
continued support of the ILCO
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conference each year benefits all
ILCO members and conference
attendees.

Page 16
Ontario Superior
Court Practice
2012 Edition

Thank you all for attending this
year’s conference. For those
that were not able to attend this
year’s conference, mark your
calendar to attend next year’s
conference at Blue Mountain in
Collingwood, Ontario.
Lisa Matchim
Conference Committee Chair
2012 Conference Committee, back row (left to right): Jeanette Bronson, Dayna Wolfe, Nancy Johnstone,
Debbie Miller, Maddie Lepore; front row: Rose Kottis, Lana Kocins, Lisa Matchim, Anna Traer

22nd Annual ILCO Conference
continued on pages 4 to 9

One click away from top legal opportunities.
ma rs de ng roup.com

Your Career Search
Starts Here

Scan this code or go to
http://goo.gl/dsb8p for our
latest law clerk opportunities.

For a confidential discussion about any of these opportunities, please contact:

Kelly Smith

416 364 7164
kelly.smith@marsdengroup.com

marsdengroup.com

M E S S A G E F RO M I L C O
M E S S A G E F RO M P R E S I D E N T
Our 22nd Annual Conference was
a great success. If you missed
this year’s conference, you
missed an excellent program
of workshops and outstanding
keynote speakers.
Our Opening keynote speaker
Sunjay Nath taught us about
Perception Busters. Through
participation in hands-on group
activities and discussions, he
taught us ways to go beyond traditional approaches to
achieve our goals.

Kate Davis rounded out our keynote speakers by teaching us
ways to defuse frustrations in the home and workplace.
Her comedy club style was very entertaining and offered
unique ways to find humour in any situation.
In addition to the keynote speakers, all 27 workshops were
exceptional and provided tremendous educational value to
attendees.
Congratulations to the 2012 Conference Committee for a job
well done. Mark your calendars for the 2013 Conference at
Blue Mountain Resort, Collingwood, May 8 to 11, 2013.
A sincere thank you to our sponsors and exhibitors for their
continued support.

Rose Kottis
ILCO President

Dr. Elaine Dembe, helped us work out our “kinks” and feel
better, both physically and mentally. Her humour and high
energy performance was very inspiring and motivating.

F ollow I L C O on social network
ILCO now has a company profile page on LinkedIn.
Simply click on “Search Companies” under the “Companies”
tab and search for “Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario”.

Follow ILCO to connect
with fellow law clerks!

ILCO now has a page on Facebook. Search for the Official
Facebook page “The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario”.

“Like” ILCO on Facebook
to connect with fellow
law clerks!

I L C O O pens its D oors to the L egal C ommunit y
As a recent graduate, I know how challenging it is for new
students entering the workforce to find the right fit for their
lifestyle and goals. Whether it be finding meaningful
employment, working in a particular area of law that interests
them, or finding the right work environment that showcases
their abilities, there is sometimes a challenge to find that
“perfect” job.
That is why every year at the Institute of Law Clerks of
Ontario’s (“ILCO”) Open Door Session, there is an opportunity to
learn of the benefits of ILCO and speak with fellow law clerks
and learn about the various areas of law and work environments
available in the marketplace. Having an interest in Personal
Injury Law, I was able to listen to and share with other law
clerks our collective experiences, challenges and new ideas.
This year’s event, held on June 14, 2012 at the ILCO head
office location, featured a key-note presentation by Kris
Borg-Olivier, lawyer at Paliare Roland Barristers LLP. In his
experience, Kris frequently depends on the services of law
clerks to locate, retrieve and produce relevant electronic data
to help him make sense of his cases in the litigation process.
If you were ever interested in working in litigation, that
would have been an opportune time to ask questions and
find out more for yourself.

The event also featured presentations made by members
of the ILCO Board of Directors, including Rose Kottis, Elsie
Karulas, Jacqueline Cummins, and Suzanne VanSligtenhorst,
regarding the membership services available for new ILCO
members. The various benefits, which are too many to list
here, can be found on the ILCO website at www.ilco.on.ca.
As a member of ILCO, not only do you have special membership
pricing for Continuing Legal Education programs, but you
also have a unique opportunity – and I would emphasize – an
obligation, to offer suggestions to the CLE Committee about
which CLE Programs are in demand and will benefit you, an
ILCO member. In addition, there are many Fellowship courses
that may be of interest and a benefit to you. The Education
Committee just wrapped up Fellowship courses in Intellectual
Property and e-Discovery, and is ready to offer the Associate
level courses September, Part II e-Discovery Course in the fall,
and many other courses, including some via webcast.
I look forward to meeting you at the next ILCO event or CLE
program where we will continue to share our experiences
and grow as law clerks together.

Ouran Li
Education Committee Member
Law Clerk, Pappas Romero Law Firm PC
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I L C O ’ S 2 2 nd A nnual C onference
2012 – 2013 Board of Directors

(from left to right): Elsie Karulas,Vice President & Registrar; Michele Mendes, Co-chair Education; Suzanne VanSligtenhorst, Co-Chair Special Certification; Krystal Moore, Co-Chair CLE, GTA Division; Rose Kottis, President;
Lidia D’Amata,Treasurer & Co-chair Newsletter; Jacqueline Cummins, Co-chair Education;Wendy Finlay, Chair of CLE & Co-chair Certification; Maddie Lepore, Chair Public Relations (absent: Monique Jacobs, Secretary;
Anna Traer, Co-chair Newsletter)

Golf Tournament – Sponsored by Ricoh
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S e e i n g th e Fo re s t T h ro u g h th e Tre e s
Meet & Greet – Sponsored by Stewart Title Guaranty Company

Welcome Address

Keynote Speakers

Joe Fontana, Mayor, City of London

Sunjay Nath

Perception Busters

Dr. Elaine Dembe

Health & Wellness Motivation

Kate Davis

Humour in the Workplace

Law Clerks’ Review, AUGUST 2012
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I L C O ’ S 2 2 nd A nnual C onference
Speakers

Bill Clayton

Catherine Douglas

Deanne MacLeod

Heather Wilson

Hillary Laidlaw

Janice L. Quigg

John Nicholson

Judith A. Wahl

Karen Gibbs

Kelly Tranquilli

Lisa Walters

Marc Cohen

Maureen Buckley

Melissa Won

Michael J. Peerless

Mirella Zanatta

Penny Lindsay

Peter Quinn

Scot Dalton

Susan Crisp

Terry Hutchinson

Wade Sarasin
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William Simpson

Saturday Panel

S e e i n g th e Fo re s t T h ro u g h th e Tre e s
Exhibitor Booths

Thursday Evening
Murder Mystery Dinner & Show

Law Clerks’ Review, AUGUST 2012
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I L C O ’ S 2 2 nd A nnual C onference
Exhibitor Draw winners

OTHER SCENES
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S e e i n g th e Fo re s t T h ro u g h th e Tre e s
Student Volunteers

Search &
Registration
Services
Corporate Search Services

Litigation Support

Corporate and Business Name Searches, Proﬁle Reports,

Litigation searches, Court Document Copies & Research,

Certiﬁcate of Status. Certiﬁcates of Compliance.

Bulk Sales Act and Civil Litigation Filings.

Corporate Document Filings

NUANS Name Searches

Corporate Article ﬁlings, Business Name and Limited

NUANS Reports, Preliminary searches, Federal and Provincial

Partnership Registrations.

Name Reservations.

Due Diligence Search Services

Corporation Supplies

Litigation, Bankruptcy & Insolvency, Bulk Sales Act, Bank Act,

Corporate Kits, Minute Books, Embossers, Share Certiﬁcates

Writ of Execution/Sheriff and Land Registry Searches.

and more.

PPSA/PPR Services

Document Authentication & Legalization Services

Personal Property Security Searches & Registrations.

Document processing at the Ofﬁcial Document Services in
Toronto and the Department of Foreign Affairs & International
Trade ofﬁce in Ottawa. Consulate and Embassy processing.

For a more information, or to place an order please
Call: 416.599.4040 | 1.877.239.6616
Fax: 416.599.8655 | 1.877.239.0244
Email: search@centrolegalworks.com

CentroLegalWorks.com

communication strategies
Moving From Conflict To A Win/Win Outcome

by Clive Murphy

Conflict comes about when two or more people hold different
views, and one or more have to be right or get their own way.
The result is often heated arguments, with someone saying
things they may later regret. Conflict is going to arise in your
life, whether you like or not. If you’d like to avoid conflict - and
achieve a win/win outcome - it’s important to develop the
skills needed to negotiate this.

The whole function of arguing is to convince another person
to agree with you. What can often begin as a disagreement
can lead to raised voices, which, if a result is not found,
often leads to yelling and can even lead to verbal abuse and
physical violence.

The destructive power of arguments

When two stubborn people argue, it’s often “a battle to the
death” as neither will give in. Stubborn people have to be right
at all costs so are selfish when in an argument.

While most people hate arguing, it’s something everyone
does. The problem is, they often become heated and can have
devastating results.
Voices are raised and bad things are said. There can be
name-calling and degrading the other person - both of
which are later regretted or remembered for life. The ones
who say they don’t argue are the ones who hate arguing or
will do anything to avoid conflict. They suffer in silence.
So, if arguments are so destructive ...

Why do people argue?
Arguments occur when two or more people hold different
opinions and they both hold the belief they are right and
the other person is wrong. Let’s go back a step. When you
have a different opinion with another, there are four possible
outcomes:
1. Win/Win - You both win. You are both happy. You do
things for yourself and for others.
2. Win/Lose - You win and the other person loses. You are
happy and they aren’t. You do things for yourself only and
care little about others (even though you may say you do).
3. Lose/Win - You lose and the other person wins. They are
happy and you’re not. You do things for others and don’t
consider yourself.
4. Lose/Lose - You are both unhappy. Nothing happens for
you or the other person.

Throw in some stubbornness and this really generates
some heat.

Sometimes one is stubborn and the other not. The person who
isn’t stubborn will give in (producing a Lose/Win) as “it’s not
worth arguing” and will feel resentful they are not being heard.
Which begs the question …

Who wins an argument?
The answer is “no-one” or “the strongest” - with the most
common outcome being a Lose/Lose.
Think of times when you argue. What is the result? And what
effect does this have on either yourself or the person you are
arguing with?
You may be a person that has to win at all costs or a person
who hates confrontation and refuses to argue. You may give in
to keep the peace and hold resentment because your thoughts
are not valued. All of these produce a detrimental result.
So, what is the solution?

When two people hold different opinions, who is right?
They both are. You only have to ask them. Each will say they
are right for what they believe and the reasons why.
Attempting to convince them to change may not work (as they
think they are right).

How to achieve a win/win

Obviously, the best outcome is Win/Win.

1. Understand - they are right

When you argue, you are doing three things:

When someone holds a different point of view to you, they are
right. You simply have to ask them. Attempting to prove you
are right and they are wrong is only going to fuel the conflict.

1. Defending what you know - While you are doing this you
are not listening to what the other person is saying.
2. Trying to prove you are right - And the other person is
wrong.
3. Being selfish - First, you are saying you are right and the
other person is wrong (Win/Lose). Second, you are trying
to change the other person into believing what you believe.
You are not allowing them to have their own beliefs and
this is selfish and produces a Win/Lose.
When you argue, you are hoping for a Win/Win (provided they
agree with you) yet are selecting a Win/Lose when they fail to
agree with you.
One of the biggest needs people have is the need to be
right. When you are right, not only do you feel good, you
unconsciously think others will also feel good about you.
10
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They are right for them. They are right for the knowledge they
have. That doesn’t mean they are going to be right for you.
2. Identify why the other person thinks the way they do and
ask questions to discover why this is so
Questions like “Why do you think this would work better than
that?” and “That’s a good point. Can I ask what caused you to
come to that conclusion?”
Here’s some points to keep in mind:
• Place a positive statement before the enquiry
“That’s a good point. Can I ask ...”, “I can partially see how
that can work. Can you please explain to me...” and “I can
see the need for ...”.

This helps validate what the other person is saying. It
helps get them on side.
• Ask questions with an enquiring tone
Most ask, especially if they are trying to win the argument,
in a sarcastic or degrading tone. For example, ask out loud
“Why would that work?” in a degrading way, emphasising
the “why” and “that”. What’s it sound like?
Now ask in an enquiring way: “That’s a good point. Can I
please ask why you think that would work?”
The second one is more likely to gain a good response. If
you listen to the way people respond to your question, it
often gives you feedback on the way you have asked it.
• You are attempting to get the other person to enter into
conversation so the nicer you are, the more likely they are
to reciprocate
Attempting to convince them to change may not work
(as they think they are right). To get them to see another
perspective, ask questions like “Do you think ... (this)
... could work or is a possibility?”. By asking the right
questions, you get them to discover there could be
another possibility.
When people come up with the answer (as against you
telling them), they feel good.

3. Be willing to move on
If you ask the question “Could something different work?” and
they emphatically say “No”, there is a good possibility they
are stuck with what they think and are not prepared to look
beyond that (stubborn). Accept this and:
• Be prepared to move on by changing the topic of
conversation
Trying to convince them they are wrong may only lead to
more arguing.
• Know that you have some valid points
If they fail to agree, it does not mean you are wrong.
You have not lost the argument. Keep yourself worth
up by knowing you can help, you do have something to
contribute.
• Ask “If your way fails to work, would you be happy to look
at my way?”
Nearly everyone will say “Yes”.
4. Brainstorm possible solutions
This is particularly so when you are looking for a solution that
is best for your relationship, group or business.
What’s right for the relationship, group or business is more
important than what is right for you.
(Continued on page 14.)

Being a member of the ILCO you have access to exclusive group rates for your
home and auto insurance needs with economical SELECT™. In addition to your
group rate, you may be eligible for extra discounts that could save you up to 60%
off your insurance premiums.
Auto Insurance
• Private passenger vehicles
• Motorcycles
• Snowmobiles
• All-terrain vehicles
• Recreational vehicles

Auto Insurance
Discounts
• Multi-policy
• Conviction-free
• Renewal
• Anti-theft
• Multi-vehicle
• Age

Property Insurance
• Homeowners
• Tenants
• Condominiums
• Rented dwellings
• Seasonal dwellings
• Personal umbrella coverage
• Watercraft coverage
• Increased liability limits

Property Insurance
Discounts
• Security/ fire alarm
• Newer home
• Mature homeowner
• Mortgage-free
• Claims-free
• Renewal

(including RV’s, trailers and
motor homes)

Call today for a quote!

1-866-247-7700

Obtain a no-obligation quote today
you will receive a $5.00 Tim Horton’s Gift Card
as a token of our thanks!
Also you will be entered into a draw for

$2012!

www.economicalselect.com
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C ase study
Da Silva Moore appellate ruling puts predictive coding on par with human review
of predictive coding. In addition, plaintiffs’ counsel, obviously
not happy with the fact that Judge Peck, one of the most
active and visible judicial proponents of technology-assisted
review, had been assigned to their case, went so far as to file
a formal motion seeking Peck’s recusal for an appearance of
bias (it was denied).

As most e-Discovery practitioners and observers are aware,
Magistrate Judge Andrew Peck’s decision in Da Silva Moore v.
Publicis Groupe, approving the use of predictive coding software
in connection with ESI review and production, was upheld on
appeal in April by U.S. District Judge Andrew L. Carter.
The plaintiffs’ primary objections to Judge Peck’s order had to
do with the effectiveness and reliability of the software. They
also complained, however, that Judge Peck had mischaracterized
their position by finding that they had consented to the use

On appeal, Judge Carter described the “highly deferential
standard of review” applicable to non-dispositive orders
of magistrate judges, such as Judge Peck’s. The magistrate
(Continued on next page.)

You know
you’re good!
But is your career going in
the direction you had planned?
Are you being challenged? Are
you being mentored? Explore all
your opportunities at ZSA.

LAW CLERKS.

Contact us today.

Tania Hamilton
Consultant
(416) 368-2051 Ext. 257
thamilton@zsa.ca

Jillian Couling
Consultant
(416) 368-2051 Ext. 295
jcouling@zsa.ca
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judge has broad discretion over the issues and his decision
can be reversed only for an abuse of that discretion or if it is
clearly erroneous or contrary to law. As there was no evidence
or authority to support any of those grounds, Judge Carter
adopted Judge Peck’s rulings, holding that “they are well
reasoned and they consider the potential advantages and
pitfalls of the predictive coding software.”
Judge Carter ruled that the plaintiffs’ arguments were premature
not just because the plaintiffs had not yet tried the software
at issue but because it is “difficult to ascertain that the
predictive software is less reliable than the traditional
keyword search.” He found that the plaintiffs were amply
protected by the ESI protocols developed by the defendants,
which contained standards for measuring reliability and
ensured participation by the plaintiffs, including in the
crafting of search methods and implementation of quality
assurance controls. He also noted that if the review method
appeared to be unreliable as discovery continued the parties
retained the right to dispute its effectiveness.
Judge Carter concluded that “[t]here simply is no review tool
that guarantees perfection.” While human linear review using
keyword searches may be appropriate in certain circumstances,
it is costly and “prone to human error and marred with
inconsistencies.” In short, “the use of the predictive coding
software [in Da Silva Moore]…is more appropriate than
keyword searching.”
While a seemingly straightforward affirmation, the significance
of Judge Carter’s decision should not be underestimated.
He essentially says that until proven otherwise, predictive
coding is just as reliable and effective as human linear

review. Thus, if the right protocols are in place, providing for
input and implementation by both parties and appropriate
safeguards and judicial recourse if the process or methods
are inadequate, there should be no basis on which a party
– or court – should reject predictive coding as a primary
review technique.
Although it may be too early to see the influence of Da Silva
Moore, it is not long in coming. Indeed, in Global Aerospace
Inc. v. Landow Aviation LP (Loudoun County (Va.) Cir. Ct,
April 23, 2012), a Virginia Circuit Judge approved the use of
predictive coding over the plaintiff’s objections without
providing any reasoning, although the defendant in its
submissions supporting the technology relied heavily on
Judge Peck’s Da Silva Moore rationale.
Everybody agrees there is no silver bullet that will resolve
completely the need for speed, accuracy and cost containment
in connection with e-Discovery review and production. Yet,
judicially-mandated use of predictive coding – which is what
we essentially have in Da Silva Moore, as Judge Carter found
irrelevant the plaintiffs’ claim that they did not consent
to the use of the technology – is almost the same thing, at
least to its advocates. Until human linear review, with all
its warts, is proven to be a better method, predictive coding,
with all its warts, has been deemed just as good. Software
vendors everywhere are rejoicing.

Sam Hill is Managing Director of CounselQuest, a Toronto-based
company that staffs and manages document collection and
review projects and provides related services in connection with
e-discovery and due diligence.

PPSACanada
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National Solution Provider
“A Step Above”
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Office

Superior
Technology
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Bilingual
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Corporate Searches
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phone: 416-227-5299
support@ppsacanada.com

I LC O P I C N IC 2012
ILCO’S 8th Annual Picnic took place on Sunday, July 22
at Centreville on Toronto’s Centre Island
ILCO members and their families made the most of the great
weather at Centreville at this year’s annual summer picnic.
Nestled in over 600 acres of parkland just a ferry ride
away from the Toronto city centre, members and their
families enjoyed a delicious BBQ lunch (sponsored by Do
Process Software and Stewart Title Guaranty Company)
with ice cream for dessert (sponsored by Cartel Inc.).
Members and their families were then able to enjoy
Centreville amusement park and the over 30 rides it
offers (sponsored by Do Process Software).

Families also took the opportunity to walk around the island,
play frisbee or just relax in the sun. Once again the picnic was
a great success.
We would like to thank our sponsors – Do Process Software,
Stewart Title Guaranty Company and Cartel Inc. – for their
generous support. In addition, we would like to thank the
staff at Centreville for helping make this picnic a success.
And lastly, we want to thank YOU, our members, for coming
out with your families to enjoy a fun afternoon.

We look forward to seeing you again next year!

(communication strategies: Continued from page 11.)
For example, in a relationship, if you want to be right all the
time, your partner will hold resentment towards you. If you
have to always be right, go live all by yourself, because then
you can do whatever you like, whenever you like, for as long as
you like to whoever you like and no-one cares. You only have to
consider yourself.
Once you bring another person on board, you now have to
consider them. Failure to do so will often mean they won’t be
around for long.
To brainstorm, ask questions like “What are all the
possibilities here?”.
Write them down and pick one that best suits the relationship,
group or business. Leave your ego out of it. It’s the part that
says you have to be right (selfish).
14
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I’m amazed at how many businesses I consult with who do
what’s best for them personally rather than identify what is
best for the business. After all, if the business succeeds, so does
the individual. If the relationship succeeds, so does the individual.

Author Credits
Clive is the Principal of the Clive Murphy Self Empowerment
Centre, a product, coaching and seminar business that empowers people to achieve their life potential. He is the author of
four books relating to confidence, self-esteem, relationships,
motivation to lose weight and controlling how you feel. Visit
the website: www.clivemurphy.com.

Position yourself for success

Legal Research and Information Management – eight-month graduate certificate
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Leverage your information skills in a legal, corporate or government environment. Practice advanced level legal and corporate research and learn about cutting edge tools and strategies for storing, managing and accessing information. Spend
only two days per week on campus through our hybrid learning environment.

Library and Information Technician – two-year diploma
IS INFORMATION YOUR PASSION?
This program addresses the Canadian Library Associates (CLA) guidelines for the education of library technicians and includes a field experience opportunity in the first semester, as well as two additional field experiences in second year. Graduates will have the knowledge and skills required to work in both public and technical service areas of special, academic,
public and school libraries and information service centres.

AP PLY NOW, C LASSES S TART THIS S EPTEMB ER.
durhamcollege.ca/programs I 905.721.3000

Ontario S uperior Court Practice
Civil Practice made perfect with the Ontario Superior Court Practice, 2013 Edition!
ILCO is pleased to announce its continued endorsement of
Ontario Superior Court Practice, 2013 Edition (with Forms
Volume & e-book included), published by LexisNexis Canada
Inc. The book is authored by the Hon. Mr. Justice Todd
Archibald of the Superior Court of Justice, the Hon. Gordon
Killeen (former Judge of the Superior Court of Justice), and
James C. Morton of the firm of Steinberg, Morton, Hope &
Israel LLP.
The Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure are the bedrock of civil
practice in Ontario. With several products on the market,
it can be difficult to determine the best fit for your needs as
a law clerk. Unlike competitive works, the Ontario Superior
Court Practice (the “OSCP”) provides readers with more
than a simple collection of case digests. The OSCP takes
a commentary-focused approach, offering readers analysis
and principle-based guidance, with examples of application
and footnoted references to leading decisions. The OSCP also
includes Tables on Causes of Action and Limitation Periods
for quick and convenient reference.

features an improved index for ease of reference, and new
commentary on evolving areas of law (e.g. - e-discovery
and Rule 21 motions) and the Superior Courts of Justice
Practice Directions.
In addition to the print version, the complimentary e-book
format gives readers access to the OSCP on the go. LexisNexis®
e-books are built for the iPad®, but are also compatible with
iPhone®, PlayBook™, BlackBerry®, Android™ devices and other
mobile devices and e-readers. For the first time, the 2013 Edition
e-book also offers links to all of the full-text case law, without
the requirement of an underlying Quicklaw® subscription.
Until September 30th, 2012, a special pricing promotion
is available on the Ontario Superior Court Practice, 2013
Edition. Place an order by calling 1-800-668-6481 ext. 872
or visit http://lexisnexis.ca/store/ca and receive your copy
for $58 instead of the regular price of $79. This is 40% less
than the regular price of Ontario Civil Practice, 2012 Edition
(Watson & McGowan). If you haven’t already, it’s time to make
the switch!

The 2013 Edition of the OSCP includes a number of
enhancements based on user feedback. The new edition

STG_ILCO_hfpg_03_11 3/23/11 5:08 PM Page 1

Putting the legal community front and centre has made
us the #1 choice with Canadian legal professionals for
over a decade. While other title insurers go head to
head with you for your business, Stewart Title does not
support programs that reduce or eliminate the legal
professional’s role in real estate transactions. Instead,
we focus on what matters to you:
• unsurpassed policy coverage
• competitive pricing
• underwriting expertise

The title insurer that
puts you front row, centre

1-888-667-5151 or www.stewart.ca

LC/ON
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At Stewart Title, we keep real estate transactions
where they belong – in your office!

WELCOME MEMBERS
Student
Reshminie D. Balkaran
Sandra Beach
Christina K. Beggs
Nelson Bettencourt
Donato Bozzelli
Sarbjit Chugh
Stefani L. Davis
Pasquale DiSalvo
Lorelei L. Egerton
Juliet C. Fernandes
Jessica D. Ford-Marance
Miriam C. Garcia-Urizar
Alex Gillis
Sasha Gosine
Amanda J. Helmer
Michelle A. Iaccino-Leonard
Jennifer G. P. Ireland
Ted N. Kaptein
Deborah E. Lawrence
Janet L. LeCouter
Michael P. Lovell
Marissa R. Machado
Edward R. Maciulis
Susie F. Mah

Christine (Amanda) McCabe
Keslyn M. Murray
Ann M. Naluzny
Marian Pollux
Denese Renaud
Dianna Robert
Dayana Santos
Katherine Skuza
Julie M. Strizzi
Sarah Webster

Ordinary
Sandra L. Amaral
Robin Anderson
Jessica S. Armocida (UG)
Janie A. Blyth
Melissa Bourne
Pamela J. Bradbury
Laura R. Brant
Danielle E. D. Brooks (UG)
Nicole Burch
Valerie M. Cain
Michelle R. Canning-Choi
Michael O. Cobham (UG)
Angele J. Corriveau (UG)

ILCO is pleased to welcome the
following upgraded and new members
as of April 30, 2012

Emily M. Crocco
Jennifer Dang
Jesse Gerva De Almeida
Tamilla Fatalieva
Na Guo
Jessica L. Irvine
Melissa Johnson-Silveira
Sandra Kelly
Kim Koppin
Samantha Lauzon
Dawn M. LeBlanc
Jennifer McCron
Catherine McGillivray
Bibi Minoo
Tracey L. O’Rahilly
Toshni Poonai
Roland R. Poulin
Claire Renney-Dodds
Emily J. Rimes (UG)
Kystra Ryan
Michelle M. Shikatani (UG)
Alistien Simon
Jodi Simons-Bast
Lainda Srun
Abosede O. Taiwo

Louie Vargas
Sarah M. Whyte
Susan L. Wise

Associate
Monica Afonso-Ferreira
Claire Atkinson
Sharon Carr
Joan A. Chin-Gasee
Mika J. Chow
Aida M. Costa
Yolanda Lopez-Gomez
Pamela S. Naraine
R. Charlene Orrell
Susanne A. Reis
Patricia E. Riches
Emerlinda R. Sadullo
Maria L. Santos
Yuk Chun M. Wong
Nicole Young

Fellow
Maria F. Iannicca (UG)
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announcement
N ita C rosner I n L oving M emory
Nita Crosner (nee Khurana) joined the Institute of Law Clerks of
Ontario (ILCO) in 1999 and was a member until her sudden and
tragic death at age 39 on September 9, 2008 of viral encephalitis.
She was born on November 29, 1968 at Liverpool, England,
where she graduated from Gatacre High School, after
completing some of her elementary education in Punjab, India.
She spoke fluent English, Punjabi and Urdu.
Upon immigrating to Canada in 1991, she began to work for a
lawyer, Howard Crosner, in the Beaches area of Toronto, with the
support of a federal training program.
She graduated with First Class Honors from the Legal Office
Assistant and Law Clerk’s programs at George Brown College

in Toronto and began a Bachelor’s
degree at York University.
In 1995, she was married to Howard
Crosner and worked exclusively
with her husband, doing litigation,
estates, family law and, mostly, real
estate, except for about two years,
when she worked at the Toronto law firm of Thompson Rogers
in the accident benefits department.
On September 12, 2001, she gave birth to a son, Daniel Elan
Depak Crosner, who is now 10. Nita was a beautiful, devoted,
intelligent and much-loved wife, mother and colleague, who is
dearly missed by her many family, friends and co-workers.

C A L E N DA R O F E V E N T S
DATE

EVENT

Commences week of September 3, 2012

Litigation Associate Course

Commences week of September 3, 2012

Real Estate Associate Course

Fall 2012

Family Law Fellowship Course

September 17, 2012

Securities Fellowship Course

September 25, 2012

Intellectual Property Fellowship Course

October 12, 2012

Provincial Estates Exam Registration Deadline

October 17, 2012

Real Estate Law Full Day Seminar

October 17, 2012

e-Discovery Technology Primer Fellowship Course

October 19, 2012

Provincial Corporate Exam Registration Deadline

November 3, 2012

Provincial Estates Exam

November 10, 2012

Provincial Corporate Exam

ABOUT ILCO
ILCO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EMPLOYMENT HOTLINE

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?

Rose Kottis, President

Information on current employment
opportunities is available at the
ILCO website (www.ilco.on.ca)
For information on placing an
advertisement please contact
Anne Smyth at 416.214.6252 or
by email to anne_smyth@ilco.on.ca.

Are you moving? Don’t miss a single
issue of the Law Clerks’ Review. Forward
your new mailing address to:

Elsie Karulas, Vice President and
Registrar
Lidia A. D’Amata, Treasurer and
Co-Chair Newsletter
Monique Jacob, Secretary
Krystal Moore, Co-Chair CLE
Anna Traer, Co-Chair Newsletter
Suzanne VanSligtenhorst, Co-Chair,
Special Certification
Wendy Finlay, Co-Chair Special
Certification, Co-Chair of CLE
Jacqueline Cummins, Co-Chair
Education
Michele Mendes, Co-Chair Education
Maddalena Lepore, Chair Public
Relations
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ADVERTISE IN THE LAW
CLERKS’ REVIEW!
The Law Clerks’ Review welcomes
advertising for law-related buisnesses.
For information on adversising in the
Law Clerks’ Review contact Leslie-Ann
Reynolds at 416.214.6252 or email to
leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca
Our mailing address is:
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6

The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario
20 Adelaide Street East, Suite 502
Toronto, Ontario M5C 2T6
or by email to:
leslie_reynolds@ilco.on.ca
or by fax to: 416.214.6255
The views expressed in articles, correspondence,
etc. are those of the writer(s) and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Review or the Institute.
The Board reserves the right to edit all submissions.
All submissions must be signed.
The Institute of Law Clerks of Ontario gratefully
acknowledges the assistance of C.O.R.E. (formally
the Morphy Centre) in the assembly and mailing
of the Law Clerks’ Review.
Designed and Printed by
Print Three Corporate Document Centre
481 University Ave., Toronto ON M5G 2E9

Negotiate more vacation time.

Zaheeda Merali

Senior Law Clerk Consultant
Zaheea@Cartelinc.com
Who’s on first ...?
by August 31st for a chance to win
2 premium dugout tickets to see the Jays play at the Rogers Centre.

HigHer service standards.
Faster response time.
Better results.
We’re committed to providing real-time legal support services that exceed your
expectations, helping you achieve better results for your clients.
From business registration filings and corporate information retrieval to court filing and
process serving, we offer a complete range of corporate and litigation support services.
No matter what your business requirement or area of practice, our services will help you
be more productive than ever.
Corporate ServiCeS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate and Business Searches
Security Searches and Due Diligence
Enhanced Search Report
PPSA Searches and Registration
NUANS® Names Searches
Comprehensive Name Searches
Business Registrations and Renewals
Articles of Incorporation and Bundle Packages
Corporate Supplies
Representation Services
Corporate Information Filings
Monitoring Services
Corporate Database Management Software

Litigation ServiCeS

•
•
•
•
•

Court Filings
Process Serving
Real Estate Searches and Registrations
Address Searches and Police Reports
Document Acquisition

ask about our offerings
in your jurisdiction
call toll-free 1-800-267-0183, option 4
in Quebec 1-800-668-0668
Visit www.cyberbahn.com

